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Growing Entrepreneurs, One Idea at a Time Since 2014

Investing in Educational Excellence Pays Off
The LFHS Foundation partnered with Lake Forest High School in the fall of 2014 to create the Business
Incubator. This year 25% of the Junior class was enrolled in this program. This Junior level Honors course
in the Business Department offers students a unique opportunity to become true entrepreneurs by creating
and developing their own product or service. Students are coached and mentored by entrepreneurs and
business experts from our community and beyond. During the year long course, student teams learn about
ideation, marketing, accounting, human resources, as well as the legal and financial aspects of running a
business. To further inspire creativity, a customized classroom called the Innovation Incubator has been
designed to ignite brainstorming and foster collaboration as students develop products and services for
the real world. The course culminates in Pitch Night, a Shark-Tank style event where select student teams
have the opportunity to present their innovative ideas to a Board of Directors for the chance to earn prize
money for their businesses. Teams that are awarded funding during Pitch Night then have the option to
continue on with the process of starting up their business during the next year by enrolling in the Business
Accelerator – a Senior level Honors business class.

“You guys have
literally changed the
way kids learn in our
department! We are
all so grateful for the
Foundation and
people like you!”
~ Joe Pulio, Business Incubator Instructor
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High School Entrepreneurs Pitch Their Big Ideas
th

At LFHS’s 4 annual Pitch Night in June, four student teams pitched their ideas
for new businesses to a group of potential investors, hoping to someday be their
own bosses. The Shark Tank-style presentations come after a year-long course
for juniors called Business Incubator where the students work collaboratively to
create their first business, guided by dozens of local business leaders who
volunteer as mentors and coaches for the students. Now in its fourth year at
the high school, the course consistently produces entrepreneurial
outcomes in its students.

to either scare away their attackers with
the loud noise it makes, or stun them with
a pepper spray.
The company has attracted additional
venture capital since the girls won the
LFHS Pitch Night competition and
$22,000 in initial funding. Having sold the
first 1,000 devices, they are now
upgrading the device to make a louder
sound and spray an indelible dye on the
attacker’s clothing, which assists law
enforcement in its investigation. “We will
add a key ring to it, so it’s always with you
when you’re at the ATM or out at night,”
Driscoll said. The hand-held device fits in
a purse and is for sale for $25 in college
bookstores, retailers and on the Safe &
Sound website. The device remains ready
to use for two years and can emit 25
bursts of pepper spray.

MuscleMend and Smart Senior teams accept their awards at Pitch Night in May of 2018.

Two fledgling businesses received awards and initial funding, setting the
students on a course to bring their ideas to life. MuscleMend, a kit of physical
therapy tools to keep PT patients on the mend, received the Foundation Cup
award and $7,000 to begin product development. “All of us are athletes and
have dealt with injuries,” teammate Alan Cecherz said. “Our idea is that physical
therapy is easier if you have something at home in your hands.” TopTech
Teaching, formerly Smart Senior, teenagers who teach seniors and others how
to use today’s technology, received the Best Pitch award and a $3,000 initial
investment. Citing grandparents who are reluctant to use smartphones and
tablets, Kate Reinhardt said, “This is a problem that needs to be addressed. We
want seniors to be able to communicate with one another and with family
members.” Both teams have returned for the senior-level Business Accelerator
class for students who are ready to run their own businesses.

Growing Business Start-up Protects Young Women
A self-defense spray created by two
women has found a niche in the heart
of the #MeToo movement. The
founders of Safe & Sound pepper
spray are targeting potential assault
victims with their message about
preventing sexual abuse, notably the
11.5 million women on college
Gwen and Jenelle were interviewed on the Whitney Reynolds Show
campuses, and the 42 million
for a segment that will air in April on PBS as part of an
Entrepreneurial Women’s Month series.
millennial moms. At women’s
conferences and on college campuses, the former LFHS students who created
Safe & Sound Spray are convincing a generation of young women to carry the
device. Now college students, Gwen Driscoll and Jenelle Frevert explained in a
presentation to the QVC and Zulily shopping networks that women could use it

Teen Business Start-ups
Head to National
Competition
Six LFHS teens with a new-business idea
made their pitch in July of 2018 for startup funding at a national competition for
young entrepreneurs. They were one of
only five groups from across the country
chosen to present. As juniors, the
students had created Battle Buddies, a
non-profit organization that uses LFHS
student volunteers to brighten the days
of pediatric cancer patients. They were
part of the school’s Business Incubator
course, which has changed the way
students learn about business. Students
teams collaborate, ironing out marketing,
finance and manufacturing issues with
assistance from local business owners. As
one of the finalist teams at the
competition, the LFHS students described
their idea, explained why there is a
market for Battle Buddies, and took
questions from the judges. Each of the
students was awarded a $10,000
scholarship to Milikin University.
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